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Mack Winston

T

his month we re-launch
our printed edition amidst
turbulent times. Last month we
considered the trouble the Empire
was having in scoring victories over
the Neo-Marlinist Liberation Army
(NMLA), but it isn’t just the Empire
that’s catching the heat: the neoMarlinists have decided that the
Federation and Alliance are both
complicit, and — for reasons we can
only speculate about at this time —
have also decided to bomb our friends
at Lave Radio. To add to the Federation’s troubles, it faces a continuing
scandal over the destruction of Starship One, rumoured links to President
Hudson, and the criminal conviction of Fleet Admiral Vincent. Not to
mention the recent actions of Jupiter Rochester, who is deeply involved in
these sordid affairs.
As we go to print, Pilots’ Federation members should be testing out not
just their new space suits, but the ability to enter thin atmospheres, the
latter increasing the number of planets we can explore by around twenty
percent. In the past we’ve covered the feats that we can achieve with our
ships and the humble SRV Scarab, and we wait with excitement to see
what we can do with our new spacesuits, not to mention the breathtaking
vistas we’re likely to see as we land on entirely new categories of planets.
One thing we’re sure of: the racing community is going to come up with
something. The space suits, after all, include a jetpack.
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CURRENT AFFAIRS

The trial of
Admiral Vincent:
the Conspiracy
that rocked
the Federation
On the 26th of May 3301, Starship One, a Narwhal Liner custombuilt for the purpose of transporting the President of the
Federation, disappeared after making a jump to the Azaleach
system during an outreach tour of Federation systems. It was
carrying President Jasmina Halsey, Vice President Ethan Naylor,
and other senior members of her administration. The trial of Fleet
Admiral Lucas Vincent, the mastermind of the disappearance,
ended earlier this year.
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The disappearance of Starship One

T

he first sign that something was wrong was when
Maisey Stevenson, leader of the Saga Republic
Party, reported that President Halsey was thirtyeight hours late to their scheduled meeting. Federal
officials on Mars originally stated that the delay was
caused by an unscheduled detour in the Azaleach
system, however the then Secretary of State, Felicia
Winters, disagreed.
Approximately twelve hours after the disappearance
of Starship One, Winters became Acting President of
the Federation. Her first act was to declare the vessel
officially missing, and order the Federal Navy to deploy
squadrons in search of the missing president. They
initially believed that Starship One and its fighter escort
were lost, however all three ships of the President’s
Guardian Wing were found the next day.
One member of the escort gave the following report:
“We engaged nav-lock on Starship One for the jump to
Azaleach, per protocol, however the jump failed. After
a few seconds in hyperspace, we were jerked back into
normal space. We re-established contact with each
other, then patrolled the area in search of Starship
One. After failing to locate Starship One, we jumped to
Azaleach. When Starship One was not there either, we
contacted Federal Navy HQ.”
Teams from both Core Dynamics and the Sirius
Corporation determined via wake analysis and uplink
data that Starship One had experienced critical frame
shift drive failure mid-jump, dropping the Guardian
Wing out of hyperspace and destroying Starship One.
The official report delivered by the Federal Navy on
June 2nd attributed the disaster to a mechanical
failure. No foul play was initially suspected, but there
were several anomalies.
According to Guardian Wing Alpha, sensor data
revealed that an energy surge in the central power
plant overloaded all core systems. While this is not
particularly strange on its own, every frame shift drive
has automatic shutdown systems designed to stop
this sort of error. For unknown reasons, these systems
failed to engage, causing the destruction of the ship.
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The official report delivered
by the Federal Navy on June
2nd attributed the disaster to a
mechanical failure.
The discovery of Starship One wreckage
Newly-appointed President Zachary Hudson decided
to launch a second search for the wreckage of Starship
One in early 3302. This time, it was successful. Those
who analysed the wreckage concluded that the
destruction of the ship was not instantaneous, but
began at the rear of the ship. This meant that it was
plausible that some passengers and crew members
towards the front of the ship could have had enough
time to get to escape pods.
On the 26th of February 3302, survivors were found
in some of the thousands of recovered escape
pods, including President Halsey. After her revival,
she recounted the disaster. She said that “I was on
the bridge of Starship One when we felt a massive
explosion at the back of the ship. I was knocked out
after I hit my head on one of the control panels. Luckily
my guards were able to carry me to the escape pods,
and we made it out.” Unfortunately most of her senior
officials, including Vice President Ethan Naylor, have
since been confirmed dead.
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Admiral Vincent and President Halsey
Admiral Vincent and President Halsey have always
been adversaries, ever since the beginning of her
presidency. Their first major conflict was during the
Onionhead Wars, which broke out after President
Halsey banned the narcotic onionhead, fearing its
impact on the Federation’s youth.
After onionhead was banned in the Federation, and
after launching campaigns to purchase onionhead and
then destroy it, Admiral Vincent had decided to launch
a military offensive against Panem, a major onionhead
producer in the Kappa Fornacis system that refused to
stop production. Although at the time Vincent claimed
that no humans were harmed in the strategic bombing,
an entire family was later found dead.

Criminal investigation
In 3305, a third investigation was started by the
Federal Attorney’s Office. This investigation found
definitive evidence of sabotage before the start of
Starship One’s tour of frontier systems. They also
found a suspect. On the 18th of September 3306, Chief
Technician Rory Webster was arrested by the Federal
Intelligence Agency on charges of mass murder and
treason. According to the prosecution, Webster ordered
unauthorised modifications to Starship One’s frame
shift drive.
Although during the first investigation Webster
managed to convince the investigators that the
modifications were routine, one of the engineers
realised that the installed regulators could have been
modified a second time. After they pointed this out, a
second investigation was opened.
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On the 5th of October, right before the trial ended, Rory
Webster offered to confess and reveal who ordered him
to sabotage Starship One on the condition that he not
be sentenced to death. The court agreed, and Webster
alleged that the mastermind of the attack was Fleet
Admiral Lucas Vincent, who was arrested on the 9th of
October on charges of conspiracy to commit murder
and treason. Rory Webster was then sentenced to
twenty years in prison, and Lucas Vincent was placed
in a secure facility.
Although Admiral Vincent was not a suspect
before Rory Webster’s testimony, there was some
circumstantial evidence implicating him. He was never
a friend of President Halsey, and disagreed with many
of her policies, especially her military engagements
in certain systems. Vincent’s arrest caused a huge
disturbance in the political climate as well, when it
was revealed that he was a close friend of President
Hudson, who had been very popular up until the arrest.

When confronted by a crowd shouting “Oniongate!”,
and “Babykiller!” at the Christmas Eve Banquet of 3300,
President Halsey gave this statement: “I have heard
about the terrible events on Panem. I did not issue any
orders to crack down on the narcotic onionhead, and
certainly did not authorise bombings of the surface.
Admiral Vincent has operated without my authority and
I have asked for an inquiry to see how this happened.”
Many political reporters and researchers believe
that Admiral Vincent and President Halsey secretly
detested each other. This is evinced by the placing of
blame on each other whenever there was a problem.
Admiral Vincent’s close friendship with Zachary
Hudson left no doubt in anyone’s mind that he would
have preferred the conservative hawk Hudson in
charge, rather than the Liberal Party leader and pacifist
Halsey.

Vincent’s arrest caused a huge
disturbance in the political climate
as well, when it was revealed that
he was a close friend of President
Hudson.
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They spoke to me as I drifted in the
void. It was amazing. I must share
their message.

Halsey’s visions
After being brought out of her coma in 3302, former
president Halsey alarmed friends and family with the
description of her experiences after the destruction
of Starship One: “It was wonderful. Amazing. I saw the
universe, and our galaxy within it, as I’d never seen it
before, and I felt the presence of the real caretakers of
our galaxy. The paradox of their existence — tiny yet
gargantuan, fleeting yet eternal. They spoke to me as
I drifted in the void. It was amazing. I must share their
message.”
She then issued a request to explorers to find proof of
her claims of meeting “the true architects of creation”
and being shown the “infinities of the cosmos.”
Although the resulting exploration data led to the
discovery of the extinct alien race now known as the
Guardians, it is unknown whether those were the superintelligent species that she claimed spoke to her.
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At first she argued passionately that she had indeed
seen what she described: “They’re picking my story to
pieces. Some of the criticism is rational — the lack of
corroborative evidence, for example. I don’t mind that.
I’m telling the truth, after all, and a rational approach
can’t hurt the truth. But when they say that what I
experienced is an archetypal conversion story, and
that makes it suspect? If what I saw reminds people
of historical accounts, doesn't that say something
about those experiences?” She has now recanted her
statements.
During the trial of Fleet Admiral Lucas Vincent she was
questioned about her visions, and the defence argued
in cross-examination that “the testimony of someone
with such obvious delusions should be discounted”,
but Halsey revealed that she no longer has any memory
of making those statements, attributing them to posttraumatic shock. She then presented psychological
reports and neural scans by Alliance doctors, medically
demonstrating that she is of sound mind.
ISSUE 35
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The trial of Fleet Admiral Lucas Vincent
The trial of Fleet Admiral Lucas Vincent began on the
25th of January 3307. The prosecution began by giving
an outline of the case, along with their main evidence:
Rory Webster’s testimony. Fleet Admiral Lucas Vincent
was questioned about a secure transmission from
his office to Starship One on the 24th of May 3301,
ordering an unscheduled diversion to the Azaleach
system for routine maintenance. This is when Rory
Webster’s engineering team followed Vincent’s
orders to unwittingly install the sabotaged hyperdrive
component that caused the misjump.
Rather than answer questions put to him, Admiral
Vincent instead spouted wild conspiracy theories,
claiming that the entire trial was a “Liberal Party
cover-up” and that Starship One was destroyed “to put
Winters in charge”.
While it is true that Felicia Winters briefly became
Acting President of the Federation after the
disappearance of Starship One, the more significant
outcome was that Zachary Hudson became President
by a vote in Congress without a general election, a
position he still holds. Rather than support Vincent’s
allegations, his defence counsel focused on the
possibility that the recording could have been faked.
On the 27th of January 3307, Jasmina Halsey provided
the first of her two testimonies. She confirmed that
it was by Admiral Vincent’s orders that Starship One
diverted to undergo maintenance in Azaleach, and gave
an account of the chaos, death, and destruction aboard
Starship One during its final moments.
On 29th of January 3307, Jasmina Halsey provided
her second testimony, giving a potential motive for
the sabotage, beyond the antagonism between her
and Admiral Vincent. She detailed a classified cabinet
meeting in late April 3301, the purpose of which was to
address public dissatisfaction with her administration.
At the meeting, Halsey explained that she had been
inspired by various peace activists to refocus on the
wellbeing of citizens. She planned to reduce taxes,
invest in social infrastructure and slash Federal Navy
spending.
According to Halsey, only about a dozen officials were
present, including Admiral Vincent. They were all told
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Admiral Vincent and other
prominent members of the Federal
Navy received massive payments
via shell companies created by
Jupiter Rochester’s loyalists.
that this was confidential, but to expect large budget
changes in the coming months. The prosecution
asserted that Admiral Vincent was therefore aware
that naval defunding, which would reduce his personal
power, was imminent. They also claimed that it would
impact several individuals he was illegally connected
to, evidence of which they would present shortly.
Several days later, it was revealed that Admiral Vincent
and other prominent members of the Federal Navy
received massive payments via shell companies
created by Jupiter Rochester’s loyalists, known as
the ‘Jupiter Division’. In response, the Jupiter Division
transported large amounts of personnel and equipment
to HIP 54530, a permit-locked system.

The verdict
On the 8th of Feburary 3307, the Federal High Court
found Fleet Admiral Lucas Vincent guilty of conspiracy
to commit murder and treason. Immediately after
his life sentence was delivered, a multitude of coconspirators within the Federal Navy and government
were arrested. Unfortunately, Jupiter Rochester
evaded arrest by fleeing to HIP 54530, announcing his
intention of putting the Federation under corporate
rule. After a short conflict in the system, he too was
captured and jailed.
Perhaps with both Lucas Vincent and Jupiter
Rochester behind bars, ex-president Jasmina Halsey
has finally gotten justice — but this reporter doesn’t
think so. There are still so many unanswered questions
and things that don’t add up. What did Jasmina Halsey
really see, and why did she claim to have forgotten?
What really happened at Clearwater Clinic? How did
President Zachary Hudson have no idea about his
friend’s plot to put him in power? Keep searching,
commanders, and fly safe.

THE TRIAL OF ADMIRAL VINCENT: THE CONSPIRACY THAT ROCKED THE FEDERATION
WORDS RENDAK SORO PHOTOGRAPHY ORANGEPHEONIX, PEXELS ART IAN BARISTAN DESIGN LEXMOLOCH
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EQUIPMENT

PORTABLE PLASMA:
‘

NEW LINE OF

PERSONAL
WEAPONS

Pilots’ Federation commanders have long viewed
plasma accelerators as one of the most formidable
weapons in their arsenal, and one requiring
particular skill to use. Manticore Munitions have now
announced they are bringing that potency to a range
of personal weapons — so what will they be like?
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P

lasma is the fourth form of
matter, perhaps the most
abundant in the universe;
though it is less visible in daily
life to most people than the more
prosaic forms of solid, liquid and
gas. It is formed by ionising a gas,
and as any combat pilot will tell
you, when you subject it to a strong
electromagnetic field and throw
gobs of it at a target, it becomes
particularly lethal.
Plasma accelerators are currently
available as ship-mounted weapons
for size 2, 3 and 4 hardpoints. The
weapons come in fixed-only variants,
and tend to have a low shot speed
and long cooldown between shots.
One reason they are beloved by
mercenaries and pirates is that the
damage they deal is ‘absolute’; it
can’t be negated by resistances in
the target’s hull or shield, making
them particularly deadly to all ships.
Another is that — unusually for
ship-mounted weapons — they are
similarly effective against shields
and hull armour, rather than being
particularly potent against one or the
other.
Manticore’s new range is being sold
on this advantage. Combat in 3307,
whether on a planet’s surface or in
the depths of space, tends to revolve
around bringing the right weapon
for what you’re up against. Kinetic
weapons, like multicannons and
cannons, are more effective against
ship hulls but less effective against
shields. Laser weapons are much
more effective against shields than
hulls — or indeed body armour, in the
case of personal combat.
So there’s an opening in the market
for a suite of weapons which does it
all; that are equally effective against
shields and armour. The downsides
of plasma weapons have always
been that the shot speed is low and
reload times are long, meaning that
shots are relatively hard to land
and require skill to use properly. It’s
unclear whether Manticore have
managed to overcome these issues
for their small arms range; we know
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that the shot speed for their plasma
weapons will be lower than most
small arms, but it’s not yet clear
how much lower. Their marketers
emphasise that they will continue to
balance and polish the performance
of these weapons, so the values
discussed further on in this article
are all subject to change!
Manticore Munitions are primarily
a weapons manufacturer but have
branched out over the 317 years
they’ve been around, and now
sell products affecting nearly all
aspects of life in space. They have
long nurtured a reputation for smart
leadership. Established in 2990,
they are based at Battani Dock
in the Cegreeth system, and the
outpost is fully owned and run by
Manticore. They are historically an
Empire-incorporated outfit, though
they have a network of suppliers
throughout civilised space and
their products are ubiquitous. They
market the tactical suit of the same
name which has become popular
amongst fireteams for its ability
to field two primary weapons.
They make and sell the venerable
size 2 multicannon, beloved of
combat pilots everywhere. And,
perhaps surprisingly, they are also
the company behind the everyday
limpets that underpin mining and
salvage, galaxy-wide.
The new range of personal weapons
includes a pistol, an assault rifle,
a shotgun and a sniper rifle.
Conversations with Manticore’s
sales and marketing people suggest
that the main opening they see in
the market is for a multipurpose,
generalist suite of weapons which
can be used by small fireteams and
lone operatives who don’t have the
ability to field specialists. A larger
squad might include a dedicated
laser shooter to take down targets’
shields and a kinetic shooter to deal
with armoured foes; the Manticore
range is designed to be able to do
both. Each weapon in the range
is dark and angular, and clearly
epitomises Manticore’s distinctive
design language.

The Manticore Plasma Pistol

Manticore are
also the company
behind the everyday
limpets that
underpin mining
and salvage,
galaxy-wide.

The Manticore Pistol is a semi-automatic sidearm that can be carried
alongside a larger, primary weapon (or two, if you also invest in the Manticore
tactical combat suit, their salespeople point out). Its per-shot damage is 7.5;
pretty powerful, when you compare it to the Manticore Assault Rifle’s 1.35
(more on that below). With engineering this damage output can be increased
to 20.85, making for respectable stopping power in a pistol. The downside for
this is that the weapon has quite a forceful recoil. It has an effective range
of fifteen metres — only twice as far as the Manticore Shotgun — but good
accuracy. Able to fire 2.5 rounds per second and with a clip size of 6, this
pistol looks to be a versatile and powerful sidearm.

DAMAGE/BULLET
ACCURACY

STABILITY

HANDLING

NO
ENGINEERING

G5
ENGINEERING

EFFECTIVE
RANGE (M)

ROUNDS PER
SECOND

CLIP
SIZE

7.5

20.85

15

2.5

6
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The Manticore Plasma Assault Rifle

The Manticore Plasma Shotgun

The Manticore Assault Rifle, by contrast, has much
lower per-shot damage of 1.35 but is able to fire 6.67
rounds per second, or 400 rounds per minute. With
grade 5 engineering, owners can expect to be able to
coax that damage up to around 3.75 per shot. It has a
clip size of 30 and a range of thirty-five metres, making
it a solid medium-distance weapon. It’s less accurate
than the Manticore Pistol — its accuracy being
described by insiders as ‘average’ — with reasonable
stability and handling. These features taken together,
along with plasma’s intrinsic ability to deal damage to
shields and armour equally, mean that the Manticore
Assault Rifle is likely to quickly become a favourite allrounder for those seeking one versatile weapon to take
into the field.

The Manticore Shotgun is a much more specialised
beast. It’s thuggish and angular — in fact, your
correspondent was reminded of the hexagonal facets
of Manticore’s limpets when he saw it — with two
side-by-side barrels reminiscent of vintage sporting
weapons. It’s a primary weapon (taking up a primary
weapon slot), designed for blowing away threats at
close range.

Each weapon in the range
is dark and angular,
and clearly epitomises
Manticore’s distinctive
design language.

The Shotgun has capacity for only two shells between
reloads but those shells each contain ten plasma
‘pellets’. The pellets fire in a spread which increases
with range, the maximum effective range being only
seven metres. The damage per pellet is only 1.75, but
if you manage to land all ten pellets in the per-shell
spread, that’s an impressive damage of 17.5. Obviously,
this is harder to do the further away your target is,
and the shot spread is likely to be pretty dispersed at

DAMAGE/BULLET
ACCURACY
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STABILITY

HANDLING

NO
ENGINEERING

G5
ENGINEERING

1.35

3.75

ranges beyond a few metres. With engineering, the
per-pellet damage can be increased to a maximum
of 4.87 — meaning that a close-range shot from a
grade 5 engineered Manticore Shotgun would deliver a
formidable 48.7 points of damage!
The weapon has a fire speed of 1.25 rounds per
second, but obviously with a weapon like this the aim
is to make each shot count. As with many shotguns
it’s pretty inaccurate and has a punchy recoil that
may take some getting used to. However, it’s not a
bulky weapon; it doesn’t encumber the shooter much,
meaning you can move quickly with it, and is quick to
draw and aim. This weapon seems to primarily have
been designed for clearing interiors quickly; it’s perfect
for emptying a corridor, regardless of whether your
target is heavily shielded or armoured.

DAMAGE/PELLET
EFFECTIVE ROUNDS PER CLIP
RANGE (M) SECOND (AUTO) SIZE
35

6.67

30

ACCURACY

STABILITY

HANDLING

NO
ENGINEERING

G5
ENGINEERING

EFFECTIVE
RANGE (M)

ROUNDS PER
SECOND

CLIP
SIZE

1.75

4.87

7

1.25

2
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The Manticore Sniper Rifle
The Manticore Sniper Rifle perhaps even more
specialised. The weapon itself is all menacing black
barrel. It’s a bulky primary weapon designed around
committing to each well-placed shot: it’s slow to
draw and aim, has a powerful recoil, slows you down
when moving with it, and the clip holds only three
rounds. However, the per-shot damage of one of
these plasma slugs is a mighty 15 (double that of the
fierce Manticore Pistol), with an effective range of 100
metres. What’s more, it’s highly accurate at range, and
with engineering the damage per shot can be increased
even further. In fact, when engineered to grade 5,
Manticore executives say that the per-shot damage
could be pushed to 41.7 — not much less powerful than
a short-range blast from a fully-engineered Manticore
Shotgun!

Absolute damage
Manticore emphasises that the testing phase for these
weapons is ongoing; the values may change, as they
tinker with this component or that, and we advise
readers to take the figures above as indicative only.
However, it’s probably safe to comment on the likely
impact of these weapons once they hit the market.

With the impressive
damage being equally
devastating to both shields
and armour, this could be
the only sniper rifle you’ll
ever need.

The problem for a lone operative in today’s theatres
of war is always: what am I likely to be up against?
Heavily-shielded targets, or hull tanks? This is as
true on the ground as it is in the skies, and a major
consideration for anyone making outfitting choices.
The challenge of scaling down plasma acceleration
technology like this is that the weapons aren’t able to
deliver the same raw damage to either shields or hull
as the more specialised weapon types are. A Manticore
Plasma Assault Rifle won’t be as effective against
shields, for example, as a dedicated laser weapon. But
Manticore’s bet is that the ability to field all-purpose
capability in a single weapon is a powerful draw, and
we think they’re probably right.

With a fire rate of 0.83 rounds per second this is a
weapon for a dedicated marksman, able to carefully
establish a firing position, aim at leisure, pick targets
carefully and commit to each shot. That said, with the
impressive damage being equally devastating to both
shields and armour, this could be the only sniper rifle
you’ll ever need.

Many things are unclear at present. Will the damage
from plasma weapons ignore shield and armour
resistances in the same way that ship-mounted plasma
accelerators do? How low will the shot speed be for
these weapons? That’s potentially a large concern
on planetary battlegrounds, where gravity is a factor.
Where will Manticore set the prices for this new range?
However, there’s a good chance that despite these
questions Manticore’s range of personal plasma
weapons will be a big hit. A big hit, that is, of ionised
gas.

DAMAGE/BULLET
ACCURACY
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STABILITY

HANDLING

NO
ENGINEERING

G5
ENGINEERING

EFFECTIVE
RANGE (M)

ROUNDS PER
SECOND

CLIP
SIZE

15

41.7

100

0.83

3
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CMDR SOCKS NEEDS YOU !
Kids!
Tell your parents you want to join the ranks of
the SpaceLegs® squad... or let the vileness and evil prevail! It’s your
choice with the new CMDR Socks miniature
figure by FATTEL! This time fully articulated with our
lifelike FlexTech™ joints!
As CMDR Socks, you attack the insidious scavenger forces with
a menacing kinetic rifle! Even your dad could join the fun, so get him
to buy two!
Order now and get a free accessory set: Takada® laser rifle and a
Kinematic Armaments® carbine + jetpack!
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For ages 6+. Product on the photography contains additional items that are sold separately.
Available at all Pioneer Stores soon - or ask your FATTEL dealer!

Design: LexMoloch Art: DMC_Rulez

®
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